writers are worth their weight in gold. Their works are happily received by editors and enthusiastically read by audiences. Technical writers have a knee up on more mainstream writers; they come to the table with heads full of knowledge. Their task is not to conjure plots but to vend information in a concise, precise, and readable manner. And yet the fraternity of truly good technical writers is thin because too many scientists are unschooled in what it takes to be in the inner circle. Good technical writers realize that both editors and readers have rights and expectations. They live up to both. Although they write with individual styles and about different subjects, they share common qualities that make them uncommonly successful. writing. Those who cultivate this quality are more likely to produce successful articles which are well researched, well supported, and well presented. Without a compulsion to rush the paper to press, the writer can allow a new manuscript to rest before editing it. While the article is set aside, the author can change mantles from writer to reader. Subsequent revisions are made with less emotional attachment and more perspective. 19) Uncommonly competent writers are permanent students. Their ongoing quest for growth crosses over the boundaries of their discipline. These professionals are interested in the world around them. Despite the academic letters that follow their names and the accolades they have received, they have not yet arrived. On the contrary, they are in the middle of a journey for knowledge that has no end. 10) Finally, well-received writers understand the art of persuasion. Unlike unsuccessful writers, who write believing the science will automatically sell itself simply because it is science, uncommon writers recognize that the value of their work is in its acceptance. These writers know that ideas may be met with skepticism and that readers must be persuaded. They create documents designed specifically to work through the reticence of readers. They anticipate and meet objections with explanations and turn a skeptical audience into believers.
Most writers have known the puzzlement or pain of having a manuscript rejected. They have suffered the blow-to-the-belly feeling when holding their wounded work and scouring it for answers to the questions: Why was it returned, and why should I try again? Uncommonly good writers know the answer: It was rejected because it wasnÕt strong enough. And they try again, because they are. L E
